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Eztract of a letter wh.ir.1r. appeared in Uus LONDON T1111u, 
N01Jember 14, 1831. 

"To THE RT. HoN. EARL GREY : 

"About four years ago, I felt it my duty to call the public attention 
"to the deleterious state of the water supplied to a large portion of the 
"metropolis; in consequence of which, a commission, consisting of Dr. 
"Roget, Professor Brande, and Mr. Telford, was appointed by the Crown 
"to inquire into the subject. The commissioners made their report in 
"April, 1828, declaring it to he proved, that the quality of the water 
"complained ofhe.d, from a variety of causes, suffered deterioration, and 
"that the supply ought to be derived from other sources. 

"Since then, the five companies who supply the metropolis north of 
" the Thames, have been inclefatigo.ble in their exertions to ob to.in for their 
"customers a purer and more wholesome article, by deriving the water 
" from better sources, erecting capacious reservoirs, &c.; and at length, 
"throngh the exertions of Sir Fre.ncis B urdett, a survey by l\1r. Telford 
"is in progress, which promises to lead to the more complete attainment 
"of this important object. 

"It is, however, my Lord, matter of surprise and regret, that there 
" should still be a portion of the metropolis which has hitherto derived no 
"benefit from t,he investigation. Th1;1 7000 families occupying the 
" densely inhabited borough of Southwark, continue tu be served with 
"water, if water it can can be call�d, taken up from the Thames ......• 

" At this particular crisis, when every precaution ie considered pru
" dent to guard against an apprehended calamity, and when cleo.nlines1 
" and purity of diet, to both of which water is so essential, are considered 
" amongst.the foremost of those precautions, it is high time that so fright
" ful a grievance should be removed. 

" Nothing; my Lord, can be farther from my desire, than to add to the 
"existing alarm; nor shall I conrlude without proposing a remedy for 
"the evil of which I complain. But for the correctness of what I allege 
" respecting the character of the water at tliis moment in use in the 
"borough, I beg to refer your Lordship to the evidence given before the 
"Commissioners of Inquiry, and particularly to that of St. Thomai 
" Hospital. ............... . 

" The opinion expressed by Sir Henry Halford at that time was, that 
" although he was not prepared to prove that the use of a fluid of this 
" filthy clescription had been deleterious to the health of the metropolis, 
" 'it was likely to become so.' 

"Dr. Paris stated, that unle�s the authorities of the land interposed, 
"' the ravages-of some fatal epidemic might be fairly anticipated.' And 
" no less decisive is the opinion of Dr. Bostock, the eminent chemist, se
" lected by the commissioners to analyze the water. He pronounced it 
" to be 'loaded with filth, which rendered it disgusting to the senses, and 
" ' improper to be employed iu the preparation of food.' 

"Dr. James Johnson expressed himself thus forcibly: 'I do not believe 
"' that a parallel instance of bestial dirtiness can be cited from any part 



No. 2. 

TO THE 

l\'IECHANICS OF NEW-YORK, 

ON THE SUB.TBCT OF SUPPLYING THE CITY WITH PURE WATER. 

TuE rell!lm:I for my addressing to you especiaily this· account of the
means of supplying New-York with good water, is, that the right o( 
doing it, in the manner I shall desl."ribe, is the privilege of Mr. Levi 
Disbrow and myself, jointly. 

He is well known to you as a mechanic. By superadding to his me
chanical improvements certain others, which as an engineer I have 
devised, our intet·est has become united, and our system complete, of deri
ving pure water Crom the primitive rock which underlays this city, by 
borings, reamings, hydrostatic draft on deep sources by steam engine
power, and its distribution by elevated or by underground aqueducts, 
as may be preferred by the companies we seek to form, in each ward, 
for this purpose. 

The following explanation of the plan, and of the necessity the city is 
under, now more than ever, of having good water in abundance, is ad
dressed to you, not as having a distinct interest in the welfare of this 
community, so much as having more at stake in its health and welfare 
than any other class of the inhabitants; and, as holding that rank and in• 
fluence, which justly determines that whatever is for your interest and 
convenience, must he consistent with that of all other callings, and will, 
of course, be done. Nor only consistent, for you have a deeper and more 
permanent interest in the prosperity of N e,v-York than other inhabitants. 

The home of the mechanic is not only his castle, but his permanent 
abode. Other people may with comparative facility and ease migrate 
to other places; but mechanics, from the time they establish themselves 
in business, begin to form a reputation and a circle of custom; they fut 
things convenient for their operations, and become attached to the place. 
Others may easily move, because they have only to carry their fami
lies, or their merchandtse; but when a mechanic removes, he has to reJ 
make his establishment; re-find a circle of employers; enter into new 
competitions; and, however experienced in business, begin life anew. 

Besides these considerations, the moment a public calamity, like tha1 
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now prevailing, cornea over a commercial place, business is very much 
su•pended ; trade with the interior almost ceases; and, with demand, 
the means of paying journeymen. . This class of our mechanics, whom 
opportunity may not yet have enabled to establish themselves as masters, 
generally have families, and they are the greatest sulferers when employ
ment ceases, They look to the master mechanics, not only for employ
ment in prosperous times, but for protection against the hard pressure of 
adversity, so far as may be in your power, by foresight and influence, to 
give it to them as members of the community. 

Besides, you have sons, and the sous of friends, your apprentices, 
whom you are bringing up to your several bran<;hes of business. These 
also are l!nder your protection ; these must be maintained out of your 
savings, if the business should fall off', or be suspended, as in these sad 
times ; and these are in turn to be your partners or successors to a 
healthful or an unhealthful location in trade. I do not mean to exag
gerate the present evil, nor to draw a dark picture of the future, with a 
view, as it would seem, to some who do not know me, to engage your 
inlluence in the reception of the improvements I desire to introduce; for 
to myself, or even to Mr. Disbrow, it is of no great importance person
ally, because we have other business; but 1 am reasoning with you, and 
explaining it earnestly, under the solemn conYiction that it is our moral 
duty to urge it; that it is a mode of peculiar usefulness to our fellow 
citizens, committed to our hands by a merciful Providence; and that we 
cannot excuse ourselves, nor forbear to offer this meaus of health in the 
most practical manner to you nod to all. Still, we and you know, that 
men in every walk of life must have rational motives, must be con
vinced that what is proposed to be done is right and best, and, if costly, 
necessary to be doue. 

In urging upon you motives of interest aud duty, the like m:i.y be 
said to that respectable body of men, the car-men of this city, whose 
business depends on commerce. The same may in some measure be said 
to that numerous class, the shop-keepers; for, if the city is deserted, then· 
merchandise cannot be in usual demand; and so strikingly true is it, 
that every calling depends on every other, and on the wheels of com
merci,, that, like a complicate machine, if one part is deranged the whole 
must stop, But on no class does the damage fall so heavily as on the 
mechanics. 

•ro immediate interest which all feel-to the interest of humanity, 
which all should also feel, may be added those of moral obligation, which, 
in a religious community, most, if not all, will acknowledge. If the poor 
must be always with us in iome numbers, and in less numbers in pro
portion to good regulation� and local healthfulness, the duties of religion 
teach us not ouly to relieve and alleviate, but to prevrnt proverty-the 
inevitable sucr.essor or consequence of intemperance, 

It is no new doctrine that cleanliness is essential. to the health of citios, 
and that pure "atPr is noccs�ary to life. The ancient cities of lhc Ro-
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man empire very soon ·found that the most devastating disorders, even 
the plague, would prevail, unless they were supplied with pure water 
from beyond the contaminating influence of human habitations. Who 
does not know that at this day the modern city of Rome, which occupies 
a small part only of the area enclosed•within the ancient walls, is still in 
the enjoyment of some of their ancient aqueducts, stretching on columns 
across desolate plains to the mountains, bringing copious supplies of pure 
water, which play in the public fountains, and fluw to supply their 
else uninhabitable streets. On all sides are seen the ruins of those splen
did baths, which were free to all. There is no city in Italy, and scarcely 
in Europe, that has not its artificial supply. And, in the United States, 
New-York stands alone destitute, until you shall think proper to prevent 
it by union of purpose. 

I do not say that this is the neglect of the city authorities of the pre
sent day. The councils, I believe, are extremely anxious on this subject; 
nor was it the fault of former councils. Let us dwell a moment on the 
circumstances that have so long prevented this city from being supplied 
with good water. If some of you are stockholders in the Manhattan 
Company, you will recognise the fac'8. 

That company was incorporated in 1799, thirty-three years ago, with 
no doubt the honest intention of bringing in the streams and rivers of the 
adjacent country, according to the language and obvious meaning of the 
law; and, for this purpose, were authorized to raise a capital of two 
millions and fifty thousand dollars, ( according to printed statements,) 
and were authorized to manage their funds by any usual form of invest
ment. If we may judge by recent surveys, under the authority of the 
corporation, they soon found that to bring in the pure and wholesome 
waters of the country streams, would require more than all their capital. 
They might have asked leave to increase it; but the city did not then 
contain 100,000 inhabitants, The early proprietors or directors found that 
perhaps, by drawing water from wella then on the edge or outskirts of the , 
population, they might, at least for a while, satisfy an indulgent public; 
and perhaps they did; but this operation was not that which was con
templated by the law which created the company; nor if they were to 
dig a hundred wells would it be the performance of that work which 
the legislature gave thell\ to do sbme time or other, for they are a perpe
tuity by that law. They are a perpetuity to do what they have not, nor 
ever had, the money power to clo. I say this with no unfriendly feeling 
towards that institution, but that you may see for yourselves, in this law 
to which I refer you, that there is no reliance to be placed on them to 
supply the city: as their law now stands, and with their capital 10 limited, 
they cannot do it, 

Can the city corporation supply the town from those external sources 1 
It cannot without interference with the rights of that company. Will 
that company give them up? I should suppose not, as it would be to 
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give up also their banking privileges in perpetuity. If they would, is the 
city prepared to undertake that work? It seems not, as the representa
tives did not, at the la�t session, obtain of the legislature authority to 
create a public debt for that purpose. 

If, then, the Manhattan Company has no authority to supply the city 
from wells, or perforations of the rock beneath the city, might not the 
corporation do it? It might. But is this the best, tho most effectual, 
prompt and economical way to supply the city? We doubt it. We seek, 
therefore, to inform tho public of the facts, in order to induce an en
lightened public opinion. We are convinced from circumstances; that if 
it can be avoided, the councils do not wish to create a heavy public debt, 
even for this all important object; nod that it will be much more diffi
cult to obtain unanimity of opiuion and resolve on that subject, than on 
the question of simply allowing each ward to supply itself, the city and 
the liberal minded assisting those wards where t�iere is least dis110sable 
wealth. 

Having thus spoken confidently of this method of obtaining water, it is 
incumbent to state the reasons for thinkfog that it will always be found 
by boring into the rock. 

Experience must be our best guide on this occasion; but if besides we 
have facts in science to sustain and justify the expectations founded on 
that experience, you will be tho better satisfied. 

The island of New-York is for the most part rock. Under the city, 
this rock is every where found, after passing through a bed of loose 
sand, which, at the corner of Bleecker-street and Broadway, has been found 
:to be 48 feet deep; at the Dry Dock, 100 feet; at Greenwich, 70 feet. 
;Mr. Disbrow began to bore tho rocks for water at New-Brunswick, in 
1825, inventing implements in succession, till be commands the operations 
with perfect certainty, and can make a small steam engine do most of the 
labour. 

He perforated the rock, bringing up water nearly to, and sometimes 
above the surface, in nine instances, in New-Jersey; two in and near 
·Philadelphia ; one at Baltimore; one at Harper's Furry armory ; one at
Paulus Hook; two at Greenwich ,·illage; one at Shaw's botanic garden,
near t.he Asylum, nearly our highest ground, where it stands only 18 feet
from the surface; one at the corner of Bleecker-street and Broad way, 442
feet deep; and several in this city, down to the rock, affording good
,water. But those in the rock always soft and fine water, as the purest
,spring,

My theory on this subject is, that a ridge of primitive rock of the kind
called gneiss (,vhich differs from granite only in containing mica, and in
!being in minute stratifications or layers, though compact in its crystnlli
�ntion) stands, as may be seen in the higher ground, sloping towards the
west, rather steep at first, but, as may be seen in the great well of the
city tank, grndunlly becoming less and less steep, and probably at length
horizontal, and then e:i;:tc!ldingtowards the Alleghany mountains, rhanging
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to granite; for we kno,., that those mountains are primitive granite, and 
slope both west and east, underlaying westward the great valley of tho 
Mississippi, and eastward the secondary rocks and diluvial hills and vales, 
or those formed by the flood, which constitute the surface of the country 
from hence to those mountains, 

We find the primitive rock to be in layers or strata.• Those of the 
Bleecker-street perforation towards the bottom, are !J feet, 8 f. 13.f. 14 f. 
16 f. 11 f, thick, water being struck between each, and finally in such 
abundance as to rise to within 30 feet of the surface of the ground. 

These layers are recognised in geology as usually occnrring. It is also 
known that gneiss pD.11ses into granite. There is no inconsistency, therefore, 
with that science, in supposing that the strata we see here continue to the 
Allegbanies, and that the water we find between them comes from the 
clouds, which perpetually condense on those summits, and fill their ele
vated caverns and reservoirs with this pure water, which thus, by nature's 
own subterraneous aqueducts, are brought to our reach, nod preventC!d 
from escaping to the ocean by the rise of the strata under the whole range 
of our principal seaport cities, in the form of a barrier, which detains 
and off'ers it providentially to our aceeptance. If so, an<\ thus far ex
perience warrants this conclusion, we should gratefully accept it as 11. 
source incomparably purer and better adapted to our wants than any 
stream or river could be, even if easily brought in. It is invariably 
soft nod pure : it comes to us terough no channel exposed to vegetable 
and animal decompositions: it has been liable to receive no gaseous or 
mineral impurity. 

Do you need this water 7 
The answer to this question is fraught with both curious and mo

mentous facts, Permit me briefly to state them. 
One of the board of aldermen last year, Dr, Townsend, submitted an 

inquiry to the Lyceum of Natural History, "whether they harl in their 
researches examined the chemical constitution of the springs of this island, 
the matters with which they are impregnated, and the effect which the 
geological stratification of the island or the vicinity of the sea may have 
in deteriorating their qualities 1" 

A committee of professional men were appointed to answer it, highly 
qualified, it must he confessed, in point of philosophy and chemistry, but 
not of patience. It could not fairly be expected, however, 1hat gentle
men so busy would, like a committee of parliament, hold long sittings, 
and call on those persons for information supposed to be competent to 
impart it. They stated, from geological premises only, that perforations 
in the primitive rock of this island would be utterly useless, because the 
strata appeared to them to be nearly perpendicular in 'Position, 

• This is the name of the rock 1nppo1ed to ba,e been fiut formen under the "faca 
of the deep." 

-
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In this, being mistaken, their conclusion was erroneous; but nlthougb, 
fortunately for this city, mistaken in this one point, they, with great can
dour, expose, in other topics, the real disadvantages under which this city 
labours, now aggravated by the epidemic passing over us, and invited t:, 
return by cansP.s which what they say goes far to explain. 

They say, of the purity of the New-York waters, that, by analysis, 
every pint was found to yield ton grains of solid matter, consisting or 
magnesia, soda, lime, potash, and extractive mntter, constituting what is 
called hard water-and corrupt water. 

Referring you to their report, page 8, "From whence," they ask, " are 
"derived these foreign ingredients 1 It bas been already stated, that the 
"sand bed of this island may be regarded aa a filter or sponge, which, under 
"ordinary circumstances, is filled with fresh water frorµ the atmosphere. 
"If this spongy mass was originally free itself from any mineral impreg
" nations, and its surface always open, the water would of course remain 
"pure for any definite period. When this .filter itself contains foreign in
" gredients, and the free transmission of pure water is prevented, its quality 
"must be impaired.· From accurate data, the obstacles to the transmis
" sioo of water from the surface by dwellings and pavements, are estimated 
"to carry off into the rivers nearly one half of the water which falls from 
"the atmosphere. In the neighbourhood of large open squares, it is con
" seqnently observed, that the wells are more pure, but they must sooner 
"01· later partake the same deterioration,. The water in the immediate 
"vicinity of the Park, although very impure, is nevertheless of a better kind 
"than that from more distant wells; and we have been informed, that the 
"well of the Manhattan Company is mostly supplied from that quarter. 
"It has been observed also, that the vicinity of grave yards communicate 
"a ropy appearance to the water; and the water of such wells becomes in 
" warm weather very offensive in the course of a few hours. If the above 
"facts be well fonodecl, we must naturally anticipate a deterioration of our 
" waters, proceeding 71ari pa:811 with tho increase of the city, and we ac
" corrlingly find this to be the case. Until within the last few years, the 
"water on the elevated ground in Broadway was considered to be the best 
"in the city. In the progress of improvement, this water is now hard and 
"unpalatable. Indeed, we know of families living above Broome-street, in 
"Broadway, which are now supplied throughout the year by water carts 
"from the country; noel in the direction of Laurens-street, we have been 
"informed, that this foreign supply is required still farther to the north of 
"Broome-street. But we are now to allude to another cause which must 
"greatly impair the purity of our waters: into the sandbank underlying 
"the city, are daily deposited quantities of excremcntitious matter, which, 
" were it not susceptible of demonstration, would appear almost incredible. 
"With our present population, there is put into this sand about one 
"hundred tons of excrement every twenty-four hours. In these deposits 

... 
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" we may find all the ingredients detected by analysis, and which destroy 
" the purity of our waters. 

"'J.lhe coldness of our pump water conceals the impurities when swal
" lowed, This may be tested by allowing it to stand until it has acquired 
"the ordinary summer temperature; its various ingredients become then 
"manifest, palpable. Those impurities are not cauged by the additional 
"beat; they exist at all times in the water; their presence is only disguised 
"for the moment by its coldness; and its injurious properties are in no wise 
"diminished. 11 

The committee (Joseph Delafield, J, E. De Kay, John Torrey, George 
Chilton, T. Dewey, Jeremiah Van Rensselaer) further say, "Your in
" qniry as to the effects of impure water upon the human system, falls 
"more properly within the province of the medical philosopher than the 
" naturalist; we do not therefore feel ourselves called upon in this place 
" to enter upon this subject farther than to state, that in several diseases, 
"such as dyspepsia, and those bowel complaints of childr�n, which carry 
"off so many annually, the cure is retarded by the daily use of bad water. 
"It is within the knowledge of some of the committee, that thellse of pure 
"water alone, without removal, has produced an almost immediate and 
"beneficial change. 11 

This respectable committee further say, "From whatever quarter the 
"supply is obtained, it must be from places beyond all possibility of ever 
"being surrounded by a dense population. It must also be procured in 
"sufficient abundance to provide for the wants, not only of the present, 
"but future generations." 

Such bping the actual condition of New-York, as regards its wells and 
the nature of the soil on which the city stands, we may further add, as a 
concurrent cause of bad water, that the underground drainage is for tho 
same reason an additional cause of impure well water, and the surface 
drainage is rarely of such declivity, with bad pavements, as to carry oft' 
the house offal freely. It is detained to decompose, or the pavement 
being open, permits this foul water to soak gradually in. 

The inquiry naturally arises, whether other cities have not similar soil 
beneath them 7 London has a hard blue clay; Liverpool is on red sand
atone ; Edinburgh is on rock; Bo,ton on hard pan ovet rock; Phila
delphia on a soft tenaceous clay, underlaid by the primitive rock. No 
other place has, to my-knowledge, a deep, loose, sandy soil, like this of 
New-York, 

\Ve have ample testimony to the unsuitableness of the well water for 
t!lomestic uses; its unfitness for bathing and washing. We now come to 
the inquiry how far water is required to wash the streets. 

You require no argument to prove the need of pure air to good health. 
I shall, however, presently ahow how essential it is by the effects its im
purity produces. It is sufficient to remind you generally, that there is 
now no provision in this city for carrying off the foul decaying matter 
d1tilY received in the gutters, though tpe gross()!' aud heavier parts are 
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swept up and cal'ried off', but leaving the finer and•humid pru·ticles behind 
to infect the air, Those streets which run parallel to Broadway and the 
.Bowery, are so level aa to exhibit an imperfection of drainage exceedingly 
pernicious, I hope the consequences will not convince the inhabitants 
before the present summer is past, how much they need a copious 
11upply of water of some kind to wash them. 

The imperfection of the pavement certainly is a great obstacle to tho 
atreet drainage; and when I recollect the cleanliness, smoothness, and 
delighlful walking or riding in the atreets of Florence, paved with square 
slabs of smooth granite, a little inclined to the centre, so as to cause all 
the water, and all the dirt, to be aa far from the windows of their houses 
as possible in the street, where, in fact, narrow streets are clean, and 
therefore the houses and lots not undervalued ; I cannot but hope the 
day will come when this improvement will be superadded to those of 
which New-York is capable. 

The actual impurity of the air, notwithstanding our elevated situation 
between two rivers, is not at this rime to be regarded as a light matter, 
because it is a concurrent prediaposing cause of the cholera, and putrid 
fevers. It concurs with the neglected alleys and courts, and cellars and 
hovels, to produce that general state of impure air, which, being 
heavier than the atmosphere, rests and accumulates among us, impairing 
the vital energy, till at length overpowered. 

Let us not hesitate, as we value the lives of our frtends and connexions, 
to investigate and admit the facts, and by tracing the origin and pro
gress of the danger, understand its nature and its remedy. Ita cure 
,ve must leave to physicians, and its extinguishment to the merciful Dis. 
poser of events ; but in this trust it is our duty to use all the means 
in our power, relying that they will be bleat; for since the plague of 
London and of Rome, no disease has swept over countries and cities as 
this has; no other has visited the cities of America as this is likely to 
do, unless the predisposing causes which second this subtle foreign poison 
shall be removed, Experience has shown that it is not a transient 
evil, or an epidemic that passes once over, and returns no more. 

Experience shows that though locally prog-ressi:ve, cholera is not a 
transient epidemic. It is now fifteen years since it manifested itself in 
Asia; and it stil! rages there with aggravated violence, passing and re
passiug, or reviYing in the same cities and districts. 

A glance at the history of it shows what we have to do. Medical 
men ma-y assign it whatever name or rank is proper in science, still by 
,vhatever symptoms or phenomena known, there is no mistaking fact11, 
which show the nature of itii source; and consequently the radical re
medy. It is by considering the circumstances that have evidently origi
nated, nurtured, and invited the poison of cholera, and comparing them 
with those of a like nature in our own cities and country, that we can 
understand and feel the necessity of thorough precautions. We may 
thus prevent its recurrence, or disarm it of half its mortality. To this 
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tad I 1elect a few fa11t1, that warn and in1tl'll11t 111, while they encourage 
confidence in proper measures, Happily they are the same which pro
blote general health and comfort. 

You will r�collect that this fatal epidemic manifested itself in 1817, at 
Juaure, 60 miles from Calcutta, and soon after reached that large city; 
but though its victims were many, it did not spread, like the plague, 

from per,on to ptr11on. 

• Writers on this disease have said little descriptive of the locality where
at first appeared; nor any thing of those changes in the condition of the
people, which war and destitution bas, in modern times, produced. Human 
life is in Asia esteemed of little value. Labour is so little productive, 
that the great body of the inhabitants subsist on rice alone. The climate 
is hot, and the Ganges, with its numerous branches, flows past many 
cities and villages, and is made, by a prevailing superstition, the recepta
cle of their dead. 

The physical laws of nature throughout the world being the same, like 
causes must every where produce like elfects, dilferiog only in degree 
and complication. The most virulent poison may exhale in such small 
proportions as to be harmless; but it may also evolve in large quantity, 
and be so accumulated or concentrated, as instantly to destroy life, as 
we often see when men happen incautionsly to descend into a dry 111ell, 
IDhtre carbonic acid gaa has settled. 

It is well understood that in all decomposition of animal and vegetable 
1ubstances the oxygen of the air combines with the carbon and hydrogen 
of the decaying substance, and that the gaseous products are light ccir
buretted hydrogen and carbonic acid, and, when animal substances are 
present, ammonia. The former is generated spontaneously in great 
quantity at the bottom of ,tagnant poou, during summer and autumn. 

And still another elastic principle is supposed to arise from putrefying 
ngetable remains in the noxioua miaama of marahu. The origin of these 
is obscure. Chemists say, every attempt to obtain them in an insulated 
state has hitherto proved abortive. 

But analysis cannot seize on these volatile principles; analogy may in
terpret their nature. The final result of decomposition is vegetable 
mould, which Sau,,ure describes Ill discovered to coDBist of the above 
mentioned gases. 

It is highly probable that they may emanate from such places, either 
in large quantities, or in a very concentrated quality ; displacing the pure 
·air, and substituting themselves for it. It is fifty per cent. heavier than 
the atmosphere, and ioclines to settle into low places, unless ventilated. 
Its weight is favourable to its concentration. This gas is constituted of
equal volumes of carbon and oxygen gas; and it is a curious property of 
gases to blend without increa,e of volumt, as in this instance : and probably 
though as yet knoum to chemists in only two proportions, there may be 
nothing in the laws of nature to prevent their condensation, or redoubling 
oJ,trmgtk, without ebanging the proportion of the conatituenu. We 

!
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know that gases are compressible-that they of'ten take a denser f'orm, 
and combine. Carbonic acid gas will combine with water without in
creasing its bulk. 

Now as we know that carbonic acid gas is the food of plants, hoth 
through the medium of the water they take up, (by means of tbeir;roots,) 
and derive from the air by their leaves, which, during the day, by the in
fiuence of light, give out pure oxygen, retaining the carbon, we per
ceive that when it is in excess, it must remain in the atmosphere; that 
growing plants take up no more than they can digest, leaving the ex
cesa. Thus, slovenly husbandry, neglected puddles and foul cellars 
vitiate the air: medical works are full of cases in which such neglects 
have been the cause of fevers in families and neighbourhoods. In 
cities we have not the benefit of much growing vegetation. The excess 
of carbon produced here, enters into the water exposed to it, although 
this city is remarkably well ventilated. 

It is likely that when a heavy shower occurs, the air is purified by the 
rains abstracting this gas. Electricity is but an attendant circumstance, 
the cause, perhaps, of the collection of the vapours which constitute the 
cloud. 

But as the carbonic acid gas is the food of plants, they must have the 
faculty of attracting their food; and even when in great excess, it may 
be attracted, though not absorbed, and being thus drawn or attracted 
along from plant to plant, and place to place, may explain the progreSB 
of this ierial poison. 

We are informed that, in 1818, the cliolera travelled from the Ganges 
throughout the vast peninsula of India, at the rate of about two miles a 
day, at the same time in all directions;, and I venture to conjecture that it 
may have been in this way that it proceeded. This supposition will not 
be found inconsistent with the history of the progress of the cholera. 

In Dr, Kirk·s pamphlet, now in circulation among us, the account 
given of it by Dr. l.'Hickle, many years a surgeon in the B1-itish army in 
India, is contained. I quote a few remarkable passages, serving to sus
tain my argument. His brigade fell in with the epidemic as it progressed 
southward. The commanding officer endeavoured to avoid it by giving 
a new direction to his line of march; but this precaution was unavail
ing; it attacked them notwithstanding, and within the first twenty-four 
hours, there were 130 cases out of 4,500 persons ; a proportion fourteen 
times greater than occurred in New-York, on the !ht of July, the day 
of greatest mortality. 

He says, it was known sometimes to attack only the camp followers in 
the rear of the line. Sometimes one wing was exempt, while the other 
was infected; (perhaps the ground they occupied was dry, or the officers 
more vigilant over their men,) Sometimes a particular house in a can
tonment successive years gave the disease to the officers who occupied it, 
but did not spread from thence ; (probably its cellar or some other part 
waa filthy.) Particular spots and tracts of country have had it more fro-
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quently than others; (perhaps low ground and stagnant w1tter1 '\Yere 
there.) At certain ferries the passing columns were always affected. 
Sometimes one regiment would encamp for the night on low ground, 
another on high; the latter only would be exempt. Sentinels in the 
former have been known to fall at their posts, and die in an hour. De
tachments have artived, having the disease without communicating it. 
Others have given it.to so,ue in every corps; (probably predisposed by 
bad habits.) 

A whole army of 90,000 men having lost 8,000 in a few days, have

been saved its further ravages by a forced march to a mountainous dis
trict. Cavalry appears to have been remarkably exempt, 

On these and other facts, Dr. Kirk remarks, "They teach most de
" cidedly the great fact of cholera being an epidemic disease, resulting 
"from localitirs often very minute; and evinces how much predisposition 
"may modify the influence of the poison." 

Indeed this ,yas singularly exemplified in the march of a party of 
young officers from Madras to the interior of India, in which, in the course 
of 560 miles, they passed through localities of the cholera, and left it 
behind foiir different times, and on none of these occasions did this disease 
occur among them beyond the tainted spot. 

Such tainted spots were sometimes found to he a bazar or market
place alom;l, But sometimes it appeared to be one occupied by crowded 
numbers. On a certain religious festival, it is said that between one and 
two millions of people asserubled on the shore of the Ganges, when, from 
their exposure to the exhalations and the night air, the cholera destroyed 
20,000 in six days. Or, it may be asked, since numbers and night air 
have not invariably produced such effects, did it not arise from the use 
of the fainted streani ? 

These remote facts are confirmed �y many in the history of the pro
gress of this disease in Europe; and we may now say our own country. 

It seems to me its capricious occurrence, progress, and recurrence, are 
to be accounted for by no other conceivable agency than by this gas, 
highly concentrated, as it travels in water, fli1ts in the air, and creeps on

the ground. 
From India it crossed the Persian gulf, ar;id (as no better explana

tion is given) probably in the foul bilge-water of some vessel that had 
been at Madras. It spread up the shores of the Euphrates, and winter 
and a desert stayed it from passing into Syria. But in the spring it 
reached this extensive country, and in August, 1823, the city of Tripoli, 
on the shore of the Mediterranean. :But this town, unlike that of the 
same name on the Barbary coast, being on the side of a steep mountain, 
egjoying the advantages of good air, good water, and incidental cleanli
ness, few were attacked, and it subsided for this time. 

At about the same period, it passed northward, on the eastern side of 
the Caspian sea, to Astrakhan; hut, after prevailing to some consider
able extent, subsided on the approach of winter, also, for that time.

, 



Doring the next 1ix yean, it continued to prenil in India, but did net 
occur in Europe till most unaccountably it appeared at Orenburg, in 
Russia. But the war between this country and Persia may have occa
sioned some intercoursc,, Here it commenced in August, and continued 
till February, (1830.) 

In July of this year, it again appeared at .l11trakhan, and or coune 
100n began to progress among the villages on the W olga, and reached 
the great city of Moscow, in the autumn: the Russian armies returning 
Crom Persia, and proceeding at this period to Poland by this route. 

At Moscow, it continued till February, 18:U, destroying 4,000 inha
bitants out of 300,000, It reached St, Petersburgh, and with about the 
same Joas. In August, it reached Berlin; in September, Vienna; in 
October, Hamburg; and late in October, England. 

At ,Sunderland, where it first appeared, the autboritiea and physician, 
were unable to trace its ar1·ival. Ships bad, indeed, arrived from the 
continent, but no one had been ill with cholera on board ; but still it 
might have arrived in those vessels, it appears to me, consistently with ita 
being this poisonous gas. 

From Sunderlnnd it was slow in proceeding nortbwnrd to Newcastle; 
but it did so, and prevailed in that city to a considerable extent; and 
suddenly broke out at Gateshead, on the opposite side of the river, on a 
shift of wind in that direction, and in one night and morning, fifty case• 
occurred; but, these were among people who dwelt in very filthy 
houses, and breathed the foulest air, 

Dr. Kirk says, that no man can read over the list of these suft"erers, 
without seeing clearly that all theae unfortunate, livtd in a corrupttd at
mosphere. 

The epidemic from Newcastle spread to Edinburgh; but here the moat 
prudent precautions were taken to disarm its virulence by cleanline11 
and succour: consequently few were its victims in that large and crowded 
capital, 

At the manufacturing village of Paisley, it bad commenced its course; 
but the people with laudable spirit made common cau�e of it, and by 
dint of wuhing within and without (by the fire engines) drove it off: 
flOr wa, thil unphilosuphicat. The dasbmg of water on the housea not 
only cleaned them, but incorporated the carbonic acid gU8 in tht atmo,phue 
with the water, which by its copious ftow washed a,vay much material of 
the co-operative poison in the filth of the streets. 

London wu, in its turn, visited, but in the same inexplicable manner, 
unless we suppose �ome vessel to have carried the poison in her bold; 
for the villages between this city and Sunderland remained untainted, 
It did not, however, then take bold of London, u was to have been e:r.
pected, The season of the year waa propitious to her safety. 

Paris was reached in like manner, and suffered more severely. The 
times had unsettled the punuite of regular industry. Predisposition to 
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all'ectiom ol the 1tomach and bowela had been obaerved. Some of the 
aneient parts of this city are very narrow, contracted and crowded, and 
besides, it is supplied with water from the river Seine, which flows through 
the middle of it, receiving its drainage. In Paris, the cholera prevailed 
1everely, in some instances reaching the most opulent in society. 

At Liverpool, it made but a slight impreSBion. This city has a rock 
foundation, sloping enough for rapid drainage, and on a rapid river; nor 
is the climate more than mild. Perhaps relying too much on their natural 
advantages; perhaps precautions being relaxed, the epidemic hu n-ap
peared, and alao re-appeared in London, with more malignity than before, 
most probably in Southwark, where they have no pure water. 

I ta transmiBSion to America is easily explained on the 1uppo1ed nature 
of the poison. 

It will be recollected, for example, that the ship Brutus had lain for a 
considerable time in a port where the choleric atmoaphere prevailed, and 
full long enough to have imbibed its poison ; and though with the usual 
crew of such a ship, they might not have heen infected, when we recollect 
that 1he had on board 330 pt111enger1, who must have been below deck, 
and breathed in a stagnant atmosphere during the night, it is by no means 
astonishing that the cholera should have broken out among them. The 
weather is described as fine the first six days, but on the seventh, the1 
began to sicken, and thirteen in one day were buried in the deep. The 
agitation of the ship had now caused the poisonous gas to evolve. They 
returned to Liverpool, with the loss of eighty-one, or one in four. Thia 
1hip could not have been provided with the precautions usual in Ameri
can ships. 

The emigrants who crossed the Atlantic to Canada earlier in the 
spring, although exposed to the atmosphere of Liverpool, made the 
passage in a cooler season, and did not sicken till about the time of their 
arrival. Unfortunately, they landed in the lowest and dirtiest quarter of 
Quebec ; and those who deemed themselves happy to get quickly off' for 
Montreal, did not find themselves there better situated, and the c:holera 
broke out among them. and the mar inhabitant,, at the same time in both 
places. Thus, the disordc,r which had devastated half the old world, wa, 
probably transmitted to the new. 

It was doubtlcaa impoBSible long to stay or bar out by any military or 
quarantine regulations, a subtle poison, capable of passing in so many ways 
into the United States. Infected persons must have eluded the feeble police 
of our country, and New-York, as moat prediapoaed, received, or mani
fested earliut, the fact of its reception. Since then, while it has lingered, 
and spread and aggravated in Montreal; it has taken its course up along 
the waters of Canada and the United States, westward. It croHes New
Jersey, infecting her villages, and aBSails the city of Philadelphia, unfor
tunately, at a eeason of the year when her local aituatioo (flanked by 
fresh waters, and aupplied alone from one of them,) i1 unpropitious to ita 
mildne11. The Schuylkill water, though originally moat acceptable, 
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has lost some of its mountain triljutaries by the interception of the canal, 
and spreads too wide and shallow to be the.best summer source of sup ply. 
But shoulll this prove to be the fact, there might be rock water raised in 
her several wards, as proposed for New-York. 

Our seaports are too intimately connected in commerce not to be in
terested in the health and prosperity of each other. 

As nothing short of a miracle can now 11rrest the course of the 
cholera in our country, we cannot attribute its spread to individual 
cases of imprudence, which would, ordinarily, have no such resulting 
rn,alady. 'fhc generally existing causes, foreign and domestic, pre
disposing to sink beneath the effect of the slightest deviation from strict 
prudence, is altogether new and extraordinary, and means must be 
.adapted to this new state of things; at least, such as will deny the 
foreign enemy a domestic ally. 

The actual danger of recurrence is greater than the original danger of 
occurrence. It has begun to subside by the benevolent and inestimable 
,exertions of the relieving comm.ittees, and the mild, but decided measures 
of the Corporation. But the occasion of these benevolent measur..is 
still continues, and may demand, perhaps, more exertion on the part of 
the latter. 

No doubt the epidemic has surprised us ; it was not expected so soon. 
The Atlantic, it was hoped, would prove too ,vide. It w.as erroneously 
supposed to travel only in the air, or in packages of merchandise. It has 
eluded the vigilance of the world, and is here; nor will it ever be stayed, 
mitigated, or controlled by any other than the most decided measures of 
defence, by those ameliorations in cities, and in the habits of the people, 
which prevent predisposition. Places and cities must have within them 
whatever improvemeuts promote health and comfort, and may thus sub
due this fell destroyer. It must pass through the country, and carry oJf 
its thousands; but whether it shall npass, depends, under Providence, 
on ourselves. 

To recapitulate: \Ve have seen the origin of this now universal 
poison. \Ve have seen it spring from natural causes. in extreme. We 
have seen that it travels by land, by water, and by air, and is naturalized 
and aggravated by local congeni<llity. 

It may be satisfactory to some tu see, that appearances in the disease 
itself warrant this theory of its 11ature. 

We have seen, unquestionably, that the same gas which thus poisons 
animal life, nourishes vegetation. Plants, however, as before observed, 
receive no more of it than they can digest and analyze, giving back the 
oxygen to the atmosphere; but animals receive it in excess. In health, 
res71iration th.rows it out of the blood. 

Pure air consists of twenty-one parts oxygen gas and seventy-nine nitrogen 
gas; but gases and vapours, without uniting with it, float in the air. The 
carbon, derived from the worn-out humours and fibres, is thrown into 
�he ct\rrent of circulation by a peculiar set of Yessels, (the ahsorhenta 
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distributed throughout the frame,) and, reaching the hea:rt, is impelled 
by it to the lungs, and there spread to their surprisingly extensive sur
face, to be discharged through appropriate pores ; whilst through others, 
the blood receives oxygen from the air, to refresh, and warm and revive 
it ; then returning to the other chambers of the heart, it is thence im
pelled throughout all the human frame; and in its course receives; that 
milky fluid, which, sucked by a thousand minute mouths from the in
testines, comes to supply renewed nutrition. 

This bland fluid is prepared by an inexplicably complicated appa
ratus performing the digestion, and then by the absorption of it by the 
numerous vessels called the lacteals. But experiments on the blood have 
shown, that spiritous liquors are never digested, but somehow get into it, 
unchanged, rmo and crude, and as stimulating as they are on the tongue 
and stomach. It is really astonishing that this acrid substance should at 
first only intoxicate, when it would seem it ought to be expected to kill. 
There is, however, a great struggle of the system to defend itself, and 
perhaps the skin and the kidneys carry oil' some of it; hut too mnch goos 
also to all the vital organs. 

Spirit, in chemi,try, called alcohol, is thirteen parts out of twenty
three, or more than half, caybon, It swells the proportion of excre
mentitious matter in the blood, often so much as to overpower the lungs 
as \he organ of its discharge. In like manner it surcharges the liver, and 
produces obstructions or torpidity in that vital organ, which secretes the 
bile essential as a stimulant of the intestines. 

If, therefore, alcohol is rer.eived into the blood at a time :when an 
epidemic prevails whose cause is a poison in the blood of the same nature,
it is not astonishing that the i,ntemperate are its first and surest 
victims ; but the fact that they are so rather tends to prove the correct
ness of the theory now suggested. For arn.ong the phenomena of cholera 
is thickness of the blood ; its congestion about the heart; tho inability 
of the lungs to free it of its carbonic acid ; coldness of breath. 

The actual pathology or operation of this very mortal disease is not 
inconsistent with this theory. Some (and among them the celebrated 
physician in Paris, M. Broussais, whose lectures arc here in circulation) 

' are of opinion, that the disease consists of an inflammation throughout
the whole intestinal canal, produced by a poison taken in food or driuk, 
ordinarily and gradually, and attacking the knots of nerves which are 
found in the intestines, (called ganglia,) communicating with the spinal 
marrow; and thus, hy inflammation tlmeof, causing the spasms incident 
to this disease ; and that the struggle of nature to expel the poison from 
the blood, by the medium or agency of the intestines, produces a disso
lution of the blood itself, and the discharge of ·its more fluid part through 
that medium, as well as by the skin. 

C�rtain it is that this effect is so great as to almost suspend every 
function of the vital organs ; the pulse ceases, stricture comes over the 
gall duct, and the kidneys suspend secretion. 

•
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Sometimes examinations after death show gangrmou• apota in th. 
1tomach, such as poison produces, which shows the probability of Dr, 
BrouHaie' theory of the disease ; though it is never the effect of poison 
to produce such a general struggle in the ,vhole system, There are 
therefore concurrent cavau a.ffecti.ng the ntrllfll and the blood. 

It is therefore o_bvious to common sense, why taking alcohol at such 
a time precipitates the blow impending; why any imprudence in eating, 
that disturbs the digestion, and irritates the bowels, may hasten it;
for the poison derived from air or water may be lurking in the system, 
and one act of intemperance of either kind may cause the blow to fall ; 
or, at least, heighten or aggravate the premonitory disorder, in which the 
Arst remedies might else have been efficacious. 

Having thus shown you the probable cause of the naturalization of the 
epidemic cholera, as well as the nature of this gaseous poison, at once 
foreign and domestic, the question brought home to every American 
citizen, and especially those inhabiting our seaports, is,-How we may 
avoid seconding this Asiatic scourge; and how, finally, it may be miti
gated, perhaps completely prevented? 

The answer has been indicated in the history of this epidemic. We 
have seen what sort of places and people it finds most prepared and 
ready to receive it, and that foul air and foul water are the medium of 
the poison. The remedy then is, the removal of the cause of these, and 
the actual substitution of their contraries, pure air, pure water, and no 
street corruption. But where is pure water to be bad; without which 
we can have no wholesome food, nor public cleanline&1, 

The long expected water works of Manhattan we have shown relate 
to rivers ; and we know the Corporation has no present power to 
provide pure water for the city. We therefore d,eem it fortunate and 
providential, that there ha. meanwhile been found ample 11ovrce11 o/ 
pure and soft water in the rock beneath the city; and in so many instance,, 
that there can be no reasonable doubt that it will alway, be found, b7 
boring for it. 

In my recent pamphlet, I have shown how it happened that tbe com
mittee of the Lyceum were under erroneous impressions in regard to the 
effect of borings for water; therein proving, from principles in geology, 
that this water must come from the Alleghany mountains, between the 
}ayer11 of the primitive rock ; that is, the oldest and deepest rock known. 
Because we see that this rock is the kind which appears in the middle of the 
island, sloping to the west, and probably meeting the sloping layers which 
form the Alleghany mountains ; and thus the mountain water is brought 
in a natural subterraneous aqueduct, between the layers or strata of thi1 
oldest rock, to the seacoast,·under those of more recent formation, and 
even under the rivers. 

This same pure water is reached by boring, under all the principal 
cities of tho middle states, and each may and will partake of it by this 
mean,, 

•
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But great as this advantage will be, it may be long before it is realized, 
unless the mechanic interest of New-York should duly value it. It will 
no doubt be immediately sought for by the most wealthy, in squares and 
small sections; but however so far beneficial, it is not a partial supply 
of pure 1oater thati:rto relieve the city of New-York. It ought to he done 
generally, and on a liberal scale, sufficient for all purposes. 

The exigency of this visitation is unfortunately no transient evil. 
Experience has before, and often taught every American city, in a voice 
from the grave, a lesson they have been too slow to learn of the well re
gulated cities of Europe, that wherever people have been cron•ded 
together, precautions must be taken to preserve health. The laws of 
nature are now asserting their dominion, and the due chastisements of 
Providence on the sin of uncleanliness is visiting ou1· charitable institu
tions and our prisons, and our not less noisome abodes of the poor and 
wretched. Experience has every where taught the same truth, that 
the poison thus generated is not confined to the sources of its origin, but 
travels up to the abodes of opulence and power. There can be but one 
opinion, and there ought to be but one voice on this subject. 

Amongst the auxiliary means of pure air may be named good pave
nir.nt. It is generally the system of New-York, to drain by tho surface; 
consequea.tly, house-slops must be continually thrown out. If this be 
unavoidable, they ought not to be allowed to stagnate, but be made to 
ftow quickly away. 

\Ve should in this respect also take example of the cities of Italy, 
which, centuries before this continent was discovered, had risen to com
mercial greatness. They are in the same latitudes and climate as ours. 
Florence is wholly paved with.flat stones, and a gentle slope to the middle 
line carries all the dirt and water, if there be any, to the middle, where it 
is easily collected by sweeping, and taken up without dust; and where 
rain has double the effect in washing it away. 

As most of the streets of New-York are in bad order, permitting 
puddles of foul water every where to form, new pavement must soon be 
lain, and as well done it will be cheapest in the end, we may hope to 
see a method adopted that will throw the gutter in the middle, and itB 
bad air further from the windows. In a commercial city drayagc should 
he facilitated, and no doubt a horse will draw much easier on fiat stone 
than on round pebbles. 

Other nuisances there are in crowded parts of the city, impairing the 
purity of the air, which might be remedied, as there are·means.9 

By natural situation, New,-York is eminently capable of enjoying the 
purest atmosphere of any city in the union. It might be made not only 
attractive of morcantile business, but be a place of summer resort, 
much more than it is. It cannot be denied, that with all its natural 
advantages, this is the least agreeable of our seaport cities in the sum
mer season. The same improvements, however, which would make it 

• 'fhia ia said lo be 11.n ilfofi'euivo way of building houses of office, 
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frealthfnl and convenient to the inhabitants themselves, would make it 
agreeable and attraetive to strangers. And the difference in prosperity 
and profit beh,·een •the undisturbed activity of business during the sum
mer season, and the scattered and distressed state of the inhabitants 
at present, is a loss of more money in a few months than it would cost 
to put New-York in permanent good order in all respects; and such is 
the prevailing opiniou. 

I have addressed this explanation to you, as a body, not only in num
bers the most influential in the measures the community must be induced 
by their own interest to take, but because you are the most permanent 
c)ass of the inhabitants; and because you can well understand the descrip
tion of the mechanism of the operations. You can see through the
difficulties which the ingenuity of Mr. Disbrow has surmounted, and the
sure effect of the implements. You can also best judge of the several
methods of distribution I s.hall also d.escribe.

It is true, these things might have been communicated to the common. 
council, but we all know the obstacles which arise in all dQliberative 
bodies before public opinion is formed. No member of a legislature 
or council but wishes. to d"o what wuuld prove agreeable to his con
stituents; these must have had.an opportuqity pre,•iously, therefore, of 
und'erst,mding the nature of any great measure of public utility, otherwise 
there will be delay. By bringing this subjiict thus �t once before you and 
tll.e community, we save time. .l\lembers will at the next election be 
chosen, knowing what their constituents wish in this respect; they will 
have no occasion to delay; aQd if the subject must go before the Assem• 
bfy for authority,. it may then go early the ensuing session, 

After explaining to you our methods and P.fans as patentees, I must 
ol\'er you our reasons for preferring Ward Companies. 

Jt>may be recollected, that the old method of drilling iQto the r.ock was by 
means of a spring pole, which lifted the chisel, driven down to give the 
blow by one or two men. There was in this a want of Corel} and of 
aricuracy, which rendered it difficult to drill far. Perfect trueness and 
perpendicularity was necessary to be had in the perforation, and heavy 
bl'ows to make progress in bard rock, AccorcJingly, a marhine was de
vised to lift the shaft of the drill always with precision, and to let it fall 
from as much elevation as the steel chisel would bear, the blow being 
gwen by force of gravity. The chisels are formed all exactly of the 
same size and shape, and tho jointed shaft is so formed as to be stiff and 
strong,-the lower part of irou, the upper of wood. A steam engine can. 
be applied to the lifting. The chips or di.l�t are brought up by a valved 
cylinder. 

When a perforation is thus made two and a half inches diameter, and 
abundance of water found rising rapidly, if for a large supply the bore is 
to be reamed larger, sny seven or eight inches diameter, To do this 
110:vel work in this art, a peculiar too! is used, and a rotary motion given, 
to its shaft. ,vhen the perforation is in earth, or as far as it may be so, 
a c•ast iron 1 oho is sot1.led clown by great fo4·re as fast as the earth is. 
excavatrcl, nncl its joints made tight by a ring of iron, and wedging.. 
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Thus, a small iron well may he sent down in earth or rock to the depth of 
'four or live humlred feet, and all the upper sources of foul wnter kept out. 

The water commonly rises up iu the bore or tube to the surfactJ, or 
near the surfoee of the ground. Whatever is its rise or height, from 
'the lowest orifice through a layer of rock, may be considered its head. 
Consequently, if tho column of water in the bore can be quickly removed 
by steam engine power and a pump, the water will flow into the bore 
through the lower.orifice with a velocity equal to that with which it 
would flow through an orifice in a dam of equal height. Therefore it is 
our joint invention to avail of this flow, and by mechanical means 
specified in our patent, derive from any one orifice or boring, all tho 
water its discovered head permits to be derived. 

To this end, we place our chamber at once at tho bottom, nnd make 
one spear to cai·ry not only one 'box in the chamber at bottom, but put on 
a number of successive boxes, which we call relief boxes, to hear each 
its share of the column of water, that the lower box may be relieved of 
the pressure or weight of a high column, and the tube itself of such a groat 
pressure as would otherwise strain it, or require much more thickness. 

The quantity of water derived from each perforation will he known 
on trial. It may be fully equal to the hydraulic velocity due to the head 
of water. The stroke of the engine being in the same· proportion; and 
the stroke may be long or short, quick or slow, as the arrange�ent o"r 
the machim:ry may be. 

Thus, one perforation and one steam engine may be sufficient to supply 
each ward of the city of New-York, if tho perforation is very dUcccssful. 

The Bleecker-street perforation is 442 feet deep, and, with a six horse 
engine, delivers 44,000 gallons in twenty-four hours i but it is capable of 
affording more, 

I have ascertained by inspecting an aqueduct, at the city of Hudson, 
where the source is, at times, but just enough, the quantity actually re
quisite to families. There are 4,500 peraons who receive the water, ana 
its quantity is (by the average of several modes of computation) two gal
lons a person in twenty-four hours, including enough for domestic ani
mals, but not for washing, being a limestone spring. If an equal quantity 
he allowed for washing, it is twenty gallons a day to a family of five 
persons. This supposes no waste, and no use for washing streets. Their 
aqueduct leads to cisterns sunk in the street, holding three hogsheads, 
and when full, a float closes the inlet cock, and the water passes on to 
others. The quantity pumped out is·spontaneously reinstated by the 
opening of the valve; and as the pumps are not numerous, and the water 
is fetched from a somewhat inconvenient distance, people are rather 
saving of it. The tax for the water is from two to ten dollars a year, 
according to numbers, Hudson alone, of the North river cities, is freo 
'from cholera. 

In Philadelphia, the supply,to the ·city is two millions of gallons a day, 

•
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which is, to 168,000 inhabitants, twelve gallons each for all pmpose,, or 
sixty gallons a day to a family of five persons. This ample allowance 
provides for washing the streets. They pay from five to twelve dollars, 
according to numbers and rooms . 

If a boring of the rock is made to yield, as I suppose practicable by our 
apparatus, 120,CJOO gallons in twenty-four hours, it would supply 6ixty 
gall�ns to 2,000 families, about as many as the population of oue of the 
wards of the city of New-York. 

It will be no small advantage to have the source of supply within lhe 
ward; because whatever mode of distribution may be determined on, the 
water will have to run less distance from its source to pervade it, and will 
require less expense, because the 11iai1£ pipes need not be 30 la·rgc, 

There are three modes of forming aqueducts for its distribution. 
1st. By laying iron pipes under ground, with hydrant po5ts (as at 

Philadelphia) along the side walks. 
2d. By laying iron or wooden pipes to fill small rese1'Voirs at every 

two or four hundred feet, as at Hudson, with pumps in them. 
3d. By an elevated aqueduct, or a pipe on pillars, with dowawnrd 

pipes in the hollow of the pillars, opposite every two houses. ,v hen tho 
two former are used, every house along by which the water is led, is 
taxed by law, according to the number of persons in the family and 
rooms in the house. '\Vhen the latter mode is used, it may he voluntary 
with the families to take it or not; those receiving it having keys to the 
hydrants, and paying about the same as is customary in other placcij, 

The practice of carrying the water by pipes into cellars has been gene
rally abandoped, both on account of its wastefulness and· unhealthiness. 

The cistern plan is not favourable to street washing, as it requite� 
labour to pump the water, and unless it were done by many at the same 
time, there would not be enough raised to be effectual. 

The hydrant posts, upward or downward, admit of doing it by merely 
turning the cock and discharging the contents of the rese1·voirs. lf tho 
elevated aqueduct be used, it will discharge also the water in the main 
pipes. 

As to fro,t, the hydrant posts are the most subject to its effects; water 
must stand in them, unless stopped off. The cistern plan is, perhaps, best 
on this account, as the water is in winter drawn nearly out of the pump 
by a tap; but a few extra strokes are then necessary to discharge the 
water when wanted. The elevated pipo anrl downward h_·d1 ant may be 
drawn off in severe nights, to prevent freezing. 

Considering the importance to the city of having a liberal supply for 
purposes of public cleanliness, and a plan requiring no more capital 
than is necessary to effect these important purposes, I am much inclined 
to prefer the elevated aqueduct; perhaps, however, because it ·is novel,
and my ow11 invention. l\1y fellow citizens will judge of it, however, 
themselves, should opportunity of its. establishment occur. 
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It remains now to give a few short reasons why wo prefer ward com

panies. 

l. If the reasons for sqpplying the city with pure water are such, and
half as urgent as I have supposed, there is no time to be lost. Tbe 
Asiatic pestilence is here, and will remain traversing our cities and vil
lages so loug as it shall meet with co-operation. Ward companies can 
supply the city quicker than the corporation could do it; and there 
will be emulation among them. 

2. Ward companies can supply it better than the corporation, as such,
because it will be done on so different a principle, that inHteacl of having 
a motive to do as little as will merely answer the purpose, the ward com
panies will have every motive to make the supply general, in order that 
it may be profitable. And as the inhabitants have a direct and deep in
terest in the healthfulness and cleanliness of their parts of the city, each 
will stipulate for the right to wash the courts, alleys, side walks and gut
ters of the street. 

3. If the corporation were to undertake it, a public debt must be cre
ated, under express authority of the legislature. This would occasion 
loss of time if obtained, and that sanction as to this m�de, or any other 
IJ!Ode, must be subsequent to definite arrangements, to be carried before 
the assembly, as the basis of the application. Why did not the representa
tives last session apply? Did not the rights of the Manhattan Com
pany over the waters of Westchester stand in their way? 

4.. lf ward companies are established, each acts separately; but, being 
capable of union, the city has within it an equal number of sources and 
sydtems, that may be united, instead of one like that of the city tank. 
These several companies may co-operate in case of a great fire, or in 
case of need, to wash and clean thoroughly any particular quarter of the 
town. 

5. Those who are most interested in the health and welfare of the city,
would have this means of safeguard against pestilence and fire committed 
to their own bands, and by making it a common property appendant to 
their estates, they have a mutual interest in its perfection and perpetuity : 
and wbeneve1· a man sells his house, the purchaser would be very likely 
to buy his share in tile water works too, however much above par. 

6. Every ward would then become interested in having the gutter,
properly placed, that less water might keep them clean. 

7. Public baths for the promotion of health mny be in every ward.
Pure water might not alone be palatable to those accustomed to spirits ; 
but ginger and molasses and water to the labouring people might become 
11 usual substitute for spiritous liquors, if the water were only wholesome. 

8. '£here would be ample opportunity for the city corporation to take
stock in those wards most needing its aid ; and those also who might 
be disposed from liberality of views, or public spirit, to join therein. 

•
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9. The whole might be carried on nearly at the snme time; prefer
ence, however, being given those wards where the councils are of 
opi'nion it is most needed. 

10. There is ample capital to be hnd for works of this kind, when 
founded on sure principles. The wealthy of the city of New-York have 
never, it is truly said, manifested any reluctance to be taxed for the public 
good when measures have clearly that r.flect. There is much more uncer
tainty about the supply from Westchester in the summer se:ison than 
from the primitive rock. Our summers are often extremely hot and dry; 
and engineers in their calculations for the supply of canals here, are 
obliged to make much larger allowances than they do in England ancl 
even in France. No work can be constructed to bring in the water, 
though at the expense of three millions, without this liability, ancl that 
also of its interruption by accidents that the carelessness or unfaith
fulness of a single labourer might cause. It should never be left in the 
power of an enemy to cut off the water of a whole city. When brought 
to our borders from the country at that expense, it has still to be distri
buted at more than all the expense of the ward companies would amouut 
to. '!'he best possible supply would have been by good weJls to every 
house, but this was impossible; wherefore the next safest plan is to put 
the i;upply as much as possible in the power of tho proprietors of them. 

11. In a community HO rapidly growing as this, the demand must fast
increase. But the present generation does not wish to anticipate need
lessly the wants of an ago to come. It is the gradual creation of a form 
of personal estate to the amount of two millions of safe property, wherein 
societies, widows and orphans might invest without hazard. It would 
be an excellent mode of inv�stment, too, for the savings bank, and shares 
might be at moderate sums, for the accommodation of the provident. 

12. The Boston aqueduct, which was in my care early in life, brings 
the water in logs into that city, from a large pond five miles distant, for 
the use of families in washing, and tho prii:e was twelve dollars a year 
for this use only. The aqueduct shares is a property still considered 
among tho safest and best. The logs are bored by water power. 

Having maturely considered how we may best introduce and ren
der these improvements extensively useful to the city, and having 
concluded that ward companies would be preferable: if seconded in 
this persuasion. by the public, they may at once be formed, and appli
cation early made to the assembly for their incorporation, which no 
doubt the representatives of the city will obtain, if it be the wish of their 
fellow citizens, approved by the mayor and councils. 

Convinced of the expediency of this mode of proceeding, we deem h 
advisable thus to submit the subject to you in your respective wards, 
persuaded that your deliberations and opinions will be-seconded by the 
inhabitants in every calling and profession; and perhaps a petition to tho 
common council will he circulated seasonably for subscription in each. 
that the force of opinion may be ascertained . 
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With a view to leave nothing in doubt, we have in our fi!'ft pamp1iltt · 
advertiaement, proposed the terms, (page 13,) of the cost of:'.borini; in earth 
and in rock ; and for reaming out-and enlarging the bore· to eight inches 
diameter, amounting to J0,400 dollars for 400 feet; though not likely to 
be necessary to go so deep, unless on the high ground, (as the Bleecker
street perforation.) That of Mr. Shaw•s, on still higher ground, was 112
feet deep only from the surface. Mr. Underwood's, 120 feet, and Mr. 
Guy Richards's, 202 feet; both in Green-wich. Mr. Strong's, at Paulus 
Hook, 250 feet. Those on the low ground on the Ea.st river, 100 feet, 
down to the rock. Washington market and Cram's distillery, 72 feet, to 
the rock. 

The terms proposed (page 10) were, "' that mechanics' work and 
personal services should be paid for as usual. That when the net
income to the stockholder is- more than seven per cent., the patentees 
shall jointly receive half the surplus revenue over that ratio, the 
other half going additionally to the stockholders." These are very 
moderate terms, just leaving a probability that the patentees will get 
remunerated if the wa,rd companies are formed, and the water generally 
supplied; but we reserve the supply of baths, breweries, sugar.· houses, 
and manufactories, because these must require separate prepar,ations. 
This offer, however, is not· to be considered a standing one,. beyond 
the present summdr,; and we hope it may be found acceptable before 
the next session 0£ the assembl;1. 

When it is recollected, w);iat immense resources the city of New-York 
enjoys ; how much it is in her power to be the centre of the union, as 
well in arts as in commerce ; her extensive natural and ru,tilicial naviga
tion ; and that already the assembly has authorized rail-roads, which 

• will facilitate travel and the winter transportation, to this capital ; that 
a northern rail-road th1·ough Haarlem is likely to pass through, 
counties in Connecticut and Massachusetts, rich in iron and other pro
ducts; and while one bran.ch goes on to Vermont, another may, in Stock
bridge, turn. west to the city of Hudson and Schoharie county, and the 
central west; that the southwest-ern counties will either reach this mar
ket, by the route now designated by law, or by uniting with the Susque
hanna and the coal trade route, combine great advantages, and come
straight across the northern counties o! New-Jersey to this city; and. 
that both these lines lead to Lake Erie and the head of steam navigation
on Alleghan.y river, opened up to Hamilton, within· our state, by a 
New-York mechanic, (Thomas Blanchard,) so as to ultimately connect 
the trade of this city directly with. th.e g:reat valley of the Miamaippi;
-there does seem every encouragement and- motive to make the city of 
New-York healthy, so far as depends on. human· prudence, foresight, 
and liberality; trusting with. sincerity and faith that all such endeavors 
will be attended with the blessings of Him of whom is the breath of life. 

J. L. SULLIVAN, C1v1L ENGINEER: 
Also, in behalf of LEVI DISBROW, l\IECHANICIA.."fs, 

• NEW-YoRK, Ausust, 1832. 
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" ' of the globe. A time,' he adds, • muet come, when the people of Lon
" ' don will open their eyes to this acene of corruption.' 

" Equally strong is the testimony of Dr, Somerville, and of many other 
" medical men. 

" From the above facts, it must be evident to your Lordship, that if it 
" be possible to supply the inhabitants of Southwark with this necessary 
" of life from o.ny other source than the filthy and unwholesome spot from 
" which it is derived, not a. moment should be lost in effecting so salutary 
"a change. 

" I now come to the remedy which I beg leave to propose. 
" It appears by the report of the commissioners, that the deleterious 

"article now in use in the borough, is supplied by one individual, and 
"a.mounts daily to 720,000 gallons; while the quantity of good water 
" furnished by the five companies north of the Thames, amounts daily to 
"twenty-six millions of gallons. Thus it appears that the quantity served 
" to the borough

1 
is not so much as one thirty-sixth part of what the com

" panies supply; and, seeing that their supply is, on all hands, admitted 
"to be liberal, and even superabundant, I have no hesitation in saying 
" that ( were it necessary) enough might be spared from the inhabitants 
" of the north side the Thames to their neighbours in the bormlgh, without 
"any additional drain on the companies: but I am satisfied it will, upon 
" inquiry, be found that nothing can be easier than by a little extra ap
" plication of their numerous and powerful engines to produce the addi
" tional quantity required. 

"The supply and distribution of water in a large city, since the steam 
" engine was added to the ap.paratus, • approaches,' as Dr. Arnot well 
" observes, • to the perfection of nature's own work in the circulation of 
••'blood through the animal body.' ) 

"P. S. Since the above was written, I see with pleasure that the New 
" River company have voluntarily offered the boo.rd of health for the city 
" of London, to send down from their elevated reservoirs an unlimited 
"supply of water, to cleanse the narrow streets, lo.nee and alleys. The 
" other four companies have happily the power to do the same; but in the 
"Borough of Southwark, where there a.re no elevated reservoirs to keep 
" the mains constantly charged, the state of the inhabitants, in case of an 
" extensive conflagration during the night, would be sufficiently alarming ; 
"but in the case of the awful visitation now guarding against, it would be 
" frightful to contemplate. 

"Signed, J. WRIGHT." 

This letter mo.y be applied by the mind of the reader in several ways. 
It shows a concurrent npmion of the most eminent London physicio.ns with 
those of New-York on the subject of the necessity ofa supply of pure 
water to cities; that it interests the minds of the most distinguished 
members of society in England ; that it is there deemed the most likely 
means of mitigating the Asia.tic epidemic; that in London, no fewer tho.n 
five companies have the supply of the city; that it is not done by the city 
corporation there; but why not if it be the best way? It is also appli
cable in _another point: the quality of the river water, exposed like the 
Schuylk1U, to the so.me co.use of contamination; and we may o.dd, the 
wells of New-York are eco.rcely better than the Thames, according to Mr. 
Chilton'" analysis. 


